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Abstract

We study the transversemode selection of aweakly index-guided vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL), based

on an extension of the model of Valle et al. [Opt. Commun. 115 (1995) 297]. In the model we incorporate carrier capture

and escape processes between the separate confinement heterostructure (SCH) layer and the quantum well (QW) active

region of a VCSEL. These effects are characterized with phenomenological capture and escape times, scap; sesc. We show
analytically and by numerical simulations that when the carrier loss in the SCH region is taken into account, carrier

capture and escape critically affects the transverse-mode selection of a VCSEL. A large ratio between scap and sesc di-
minishes the number of photons in the QWs, leading to a decrease of the spatial-hole burning, which in turn benefits

emission on the fundamental transverse mode. On the contrary, a small ratio between scap and sesc increases the number of
photons in the QWs, leading to a large spatial-hole burning which in turn favors higher-order transverse modes. If the

carrier loss in the SCH region is neglected the total number of photons in the QW region is independent of scap and sesc. In
this case carrier capture and escape play no fundamental role in the transverse-mode selection of the VCSEL, but modify

the transient dynamics of the relaxation oscillations. � 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 42.55.Px; 42.60.Mi; 42.60.FC
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1. Introduction

The vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser
(VCSEL) is a type of laser that is emerging as a key
element for high-speed information processing

systems and communication networks [1]. The
advantages of a VCSEL over a conventional, edge-
emitting semiconductor laser are single longitudi-
nal mode operation, dense packing capability, low
threshold current, high modulation bandwidth,
narrow circular beam profile, and that it can be
simply and efficiently coupled to an optical fiber.
Near threshold operation VCSELs typically emit
linearly polarized light in the fundamental trans-
verse mode. However, it is often observed that the
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polarization state selected at threshold becomes
unstable as the injection current is increased, and a
switch to the orthogonal polarization state occurs
[2]. For high power operation, high-order trans-
verse modes are excited and the VCSEL usually
emits multiple modes [3]. The complex polariza-
tion and transverse-mode dynamics of VCSELs
are considered negative properties from the point
of view of most applications and have received
considerable attention (see, e.g., [4] and references
therein).
It has been shown that carrier transport effects,

i.e., carrier capture into and escape out of the
quantum well (QW) region, and carrier diffusion
across the separate confinement heterostructure
(SCH) region, significantly degrade the modulation
response of QW lasers [5–13]. The carrier capture
and escape phenomena involve transitions between
the three-dimensional SCH layer states and the
two-dimensional QW states. These processes are
usually modeled based on the ‘reservoir’ model [5–
7]. The model considers two carrier densities, one
associated with the carriers in the QW region, and
one associated with the carriers in the SCH region.
Carrier capture and escape are characterized by
small but finite capture and escape times. The very
fast capture time (�1–50 ps) can be considered
too small to be of importance in the dynamics
of VCSELs, even under high-speed modula-
tion. However, the model predicts that the effect of
a large ratio between capture and escape times
on the modulation response is equivalent to the
effect of a relatively large gain compression factor
[6,7].
In this paper we study the effect of carrier

transport on the transverse mode selection of a
VCSEL. Since we focus on carrier transport ef-
fects, we consider a relatively simple model for a
VCSEL, where polarization, temperature, and
noise are effects not taken into account. Our model
is an extension of the model proposed by Valle
et al. [14,15] for a weakly index guided VCSEL
(for which the transverse modes are determined by
the waveguide structure). The model proposed by
Valle et al. considers explicitly transverse profiles
for the optical modes, and for the carrier density in
the active region. The model was extended in
[16,17] to consider the polarization degree of

freedom, allowing the study of polarization and
transverse effects in birefringent index-guided
VCSELs. Here we extend the model of [14,15] with
an equation for the carriers in the SCH region,
following the approach of the ‘reservoir’ model [5–
7]. Our model therefore combines two well-known
models and allows the study of the interplay of
transverse and carrier transport effects.
We find that the ratio between the capture and

escape times strongly influences the transverse-
mode selection of the VCSEL when the carrier loss
in the SCH region is taken into account. On the
contrary, if the carrier loss in the SCH region is
neglected, capture and escape times play no sig-
nificant role in the transverse-mode selection.
However, in this case the finite capture time plays
a role that is similar to the gain saturation pa-
rameter that is often included to model phenom-
enologically carrier transport among other effects
(as spectral hole burning, carrier heating, etc.).
This is in agreement with the results of [6,7].
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2

describes the extension of the model of Valle et al.
[14,15] to include carrier capture and escape
phenomena. In Section 3 we study the stationary
solutions of the model, and their dependence on
the carrier capture and escape times. Section 4
presents the results of numerical simulations,
and Section 5 presents a summary and the con-
clusions.

2. Model

We consider a cylindrical weakly index guided
VCSEL for which the appropriate transverse
modes are the LPmn modes. Polar coordinates (r;/)
are used to write the equations for the intensity of
the LPmn mode, Imn(t), the carrier density in the QW
region, nwðr;/; tÞ, and the carrier density in the
SCH region, nbðr;/; tÞ [5–7,14,15]:

dImnðtÞ
dt

¼ gmn

�
� 1

spmn

�
Imn; ð1Þ

onbðr;/; tÞ
ot

¼ j
edb

� nb
scap

þ Vqw
Vb

nw
sesc

� nb
sb

þ Dbr2nb;

ð2Þ
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onwðr; tÞ
ot

¼ Vb
Vqw

nb
scap

� nw
sesc

� nw
sw

�
X

g0 nwð � ntÞImn wmnj j2 þ Dwr2nw:

ð3Þ

Throughout the calculations we assume that the
carrier variables are averaged along the longitu-
dinal axis. Therefore, nwðr;/; tÞ represents the av-
erage carrier density in the (r;/) point of the
transverse plane, in the QW region (if the QW
region consists of several QWs, interwell carrier
transport effects are not considered, and nw rep-
resents the average carrier density in the QWs).
nbðr;/; tÞ represents the average carrier density in
the (r;/) point of the transverse plane in the SCH
region.
In Eqs. (1)–(3), the modal intensities are nor-

malized such that Imnjwmnj
2
is the photon density in

the LPmn mode, and the mode profiles are nor-
malized such that

Z 1

0

Z 2p

0

wmnðr;/Þj j2rdrd/ ¼ 1: ð4Þ

gmn is the modal gain given by

gmnðtÞ ¼
Z 1

0

Z 2p

0

Cmng0 nwð � ntÞ wmnj j2rdrd/; ð5Þ

where g0 is the gain coefficient, Cmn is the con-
finement factor for the LPmn mode, and nt is the
transparency carrier density. spmn is the photon
lifetime for the LPmn mode.
The terms in the right-hand side of (2) corre-

spond, from left to right, to:
(i) the rate at which carriers are injected into the
SCH region,
(ii) the rate at which carriers are captured into
the QWs,
(iii) the rate at which carriers escape out of the
QWs,
(iv) the carrier loss owing to various non-radia-
tive recombination processes, and
(v) the last term accounts for carrier diffusion
across the SCH region.

jðr;/Þ is the injected current, e is the electron
charge, db is the thickness of the SCH region, scap is
the capture time, sesc is the escape time, sb is the

carrier lifetime, r2 is the transverse Laplacian
operator, and Db is the diffusion coefficient. Since
nb and nw refer to carrier densities, the different
sizes of the SCH and QW regions must be taken
into account. This is done by the ratio Vb=Vqw,
where VbðVqwÞ is the volume of the SCH (QW)
region.
The terms in the right-hand side of (3) corre-

spond, from left to right, to:
(i) the carriers captured into the QWs,
(ii) the carriers that escape out of the QWs,
(iii) the non-radiative carrier loss, sw,
(iv) the carrier loss owing to stimulated recom-
bination, and
(v) the final term to carrier diffusion across the
QWs.

3. Stationary solutions

The stationary solutions of (1)–(3) can be
written as

ImnðtÞ ¼ Ismn;

nwðr;/; tÞ ¼ nswðr;/Þ;
nbðr;/; tÞ ¼ nsbðr;/Þ;

where Ismn; nswðr;/Þ, and nsbðr;/Þ satisfy

gsmn ¼
Z 1

0

Z 2p

0

Cmng0 nsw
�

� nt
�

wmnj j2rdrd/

¼ 1

spmn
; ð6Þ

nsb
1

scap

�
þ 1

sb

�
¼ j

edb
þ Vqw

Vb

1

sesc
nsw þ Dbr2nsw; ð7Þ

nsw
1

sesc
þ 1

sw

� �

¼ Vb
Vqw

1

scap
nsb �

X
Ismng0 nsw � nt

� �
wmnj j2þDwr2nsw:

ð8Þ

Eq. (6) shows that the steady-state value of the
modal gain does not depend on carrier capture and
escape times. Integrating (7) and (8) on the trans-
verse plane and using (6) gives
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ccap þ cb
� � Z 1

0

Z 2p

0

nsbrdrd/

¼ 1

edb

Z 1

0

Z 2p

0

jrdrd/

þ Vqw
Vb

cesc

Z 1

0

Z 2p

0

nswrdrd/

þ Db

Z 1

0

Z 2p

0

r2nsbrdrd/; ð9Þ

cescð þ cwÞ
Z 1

0

Z 2p

0

nswrdrd/

¼ Vb
Vqw

ccap

Z 1

0

Z 2p

0

nsbrdrd/ �
X

cpmnI
s
mn

þ Dw

Z 1

0

Z 2p

0

r2nswrdrd/; ð10Þ

where cesc ¼ 1=sesc; ccap ¼ 1=scap; cb ¼ 1=sb; cw ¼
1=sw and cpmn ¼ 1=Cmnspmn. The integral of the
transverse Laplacian gives

Z 2p

0

Z 1

0

1

r
o

or
r
onsb
or

� ��
þ 1

r2
o2nsb
o/2

�
rdrd/

¼
Z 2p

0

Z 1

0

o

or
r
onsb
or

� �� �
dr

	 

d/

þ
Z 1

0

Z 2p

0

1

r
o2nsb
o/2

� �
d/

	 

dr

¼
Z 2p

0

r
onsb
or

����
r¼1

r¼0
d/ þ

Z 1

0

1

r
onsb
o/

����
/¼2p

/¼0
dr ¼ 0:

ð11Þ
Since the diffusion terms vanish, (9) and (10) can
be simplified to

ccap
�

þ cb
�
Ns

b ¼ J þ cescN
s
w; ð12Þ

cescð þ cwÞNs
w ¼ ccapN

s
b �

X
cpmnImn; ð13Þ

where

Ns
b ¼ db

Z 1

0

Z 2p

0

nsbrdrd/;

Ns
w ¼ dqw

Z 1

0

Z 2p

0

nswrdrd/

are the steady-state number of carriers in the SCH
and QW regions, respectively. Here dqw is the
thickness of the QW region, and

J ¼ 1
e

Z 1

0

Z 2p

0

jrdrd/

is the number of injected carriers per unit time.
The non-radiative recombination time in the

SCH region sb determines whether carrier capture
and escape have a relevant effect on the dynamics
or not.
First, we consider the case when the recombi-

nation times in the SCH and QW regions are
equal: cb ¼ cw ¼ cn. In this case we can eliminate
Ns

b from (12) and (13) and obtain

X
cpmnImn ¼

J
1þ cn=ccap

� cnN
s
w

1þ cn=ccap


 1

 
þ cn

ccap
þ cesc

ccap

!
: ð14Þ

Here, two limits are interesting to con-
sider. When the carriers do not escape out of the
QW region (cesc � 0), we recover the simple con-
nection between the photon number, the injected
current, and the carrier number in the active re-
gion,X

cpmnImn ¼ Jeff � cnN
s
w ð15Þ

with a modified, ‘effective’ injected current given
by,

Jeff ¼ J 1
�

þ cn=ccap
��1 ð16Þ

which is slightly lower than the actual injected
current (typically, sn is of the order of nanosec-
onds, and scap is of the order of picoseconds, thus
cn=ccap � 1). The factor ð1þ cn=ccapÞ

�1
represents

the carriers lost (due to non-radiative processes),
during the capture time. In other words, a finite
capture time diminishes the current density effec-
tively injected into the QWs.
The other limit corresponds to a fast escape of

carriers out of the QW region (R ¼ scap=sesc ¼ cesc=
ccap  1). This leads to a larger, negative contri-
bution of the last term in (14), and therefore to a
significant reduction of the total number of pho-
tons in the QW region. This leads in turn decreases
the spatial hole burning, and thus, modifies which
transverse modes have enough gain to operate
above threshold.
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Second, we consider the case when the non-ra-
diative carrier loss in the SCH region is negligible,
cb ¼ 0. In this case we can eliminate Ns

b from (12)
and (13) and obtainX

cpmnImn ¼ J � cwN
s
w: ð17Þ

In (17) carrier capture and escape plays no role on
the steady-state value of the total intensity, and
therefore, it will not have a relevant role in the
spatial-hole burning (it affects only the number of
carriers in the SCH region). Since in the model the
fact that determines if a mode operates above
threshold is its overlap with the carrier profile, we
expect that in this case R does not have a strong
influence on the transverse mode selection (it might,
however, have an effect on the transient dynamics).
A complementary way to understand the effect

of carrier capture and escape is considering the
dependence of the threshold current of the fun-
damental transverse mode on the capture and es-
cape times. The threshold current can be estimated
from (2) and (3) neglecting the diffusion terms.
After some manipulation we obtain

jth
edb

¼ Vqw
Vb

cesccb þ cw ccap þ cb
� �

ccap

" #
nthw ; ð18Þ

where nthw ¼ nt þ ðsp01C01g0Þ�1. Clearly, if cb ¼ 0,
ccap and cesc do not modify the threshold current.
On the contrary, if cb 6¼ 0, an increase of cesc leads
to an increase of the threshold current, and
therefore, for a fixed injection current the laser
operates closer to threshold.

4. Numerical results

Next, we show the results of numerical simu-
lations that confirm the previous analysis. To
simplify the calculations we consider that the in-
jected current is azimuthally uniform over the ac-
tive area, and consider three modes which are
azimuthally symmetric: LP01; LP11 and LP02 (LP11 is
degenerate and its profile is azimuthally indepen-
dent [18]). The equations were integrated with the
laser parameters given in Table 1, a time integra-
tion step of Dt ¼ 0:1 ps and a space integration
step of Dx ¼ 0:02 lm.
Fig. 1 shows the dynamics when the carrier loss

in the SCH region is taken into account ðsb ¼ sw ¼
1:52 nsÞ. We plot the laser turn-on, for the same
injected current (I ¼ jpa2 ¼ 1:6 mA) and four de-
creasing values of the escape time. For a large es-
cape time (Fig. 1(a), sesc ¼ 0:5 ns), the modes LP01,
and LP11 turn on. The total intensity (solid line) is
large enough such that (due to spatial-hole burn-
ing), the mode LP11 (dot-dashed line) dominates
over the fundamental mode LP01 (dashed line). For
a lower escape time (Fig. 1(b), sesc ¼ 50 ps), there
is a larger delay on the laser turn-on, the total
intensity is lower, and the modes LP01 (dashed line)
and LP11 (dot-dashed line) have nearly equal
power. If we continue to decrease the escape time,
the intensity is very low and only the fundamental
mode turns on (Fig. 1(c), sesc ¼ 30 ps, notice the
different vertical scales). For even lower escape
time (Fig. 1(d), sesc ¼ 5 ps), the carriers do not stay
in the QW region long enough to provide gain, and
the laser does not turn-on.

Table 1

Parameters involved in Eqs. (1)–(3) and typical values used in the numerical simulations

Radius of the transverse area a 6 lm
Thickness of the QW region dqw 0:024 lm (three QWs of thickness 0:08 lm)
Thickness of the SCH region db 1:2 lm
Group velocity mg 7:147
 104 lm=ns

Differential gain og=on 5:946
 10�8 lm2

Gain coefficient g0 ¼ mgog=on 4:25
 10�3 lm3=ns
Confinement factor (same for all modes) C 0.0382

Carrier density at transparency nt 1:33
 106 lm�3

Linewidth enhancement factor a 3

Photon lifetime (same for all modes) sp 2.2 ps

Injection current I ¼ jpa2 1.6 mA

Diffusion coefficient Db;Dw 5 cm2=s
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The results shown in Fig. 1 are to be expected,
since a large ratio R ¼ scap=sesc implies a very in-
efficient laser with poor carrier confinement in the
QW region. This effect can be quantitatively un-
derstood in two complementary ways, as explained
previously. On the one hand, for non-zero spon-
taneous recombination in the SCH region, an in-
crease of cesc increases the laser threshold current,
favoring the fundamental mode emission. In the
figure caption we give the values of effective

threshold currents, which are slightly larger than
the values calculated from Eq. (18), because Eq.
(18) was obtained not taking into account carrier
diffusion. On the other hand, an increase of cesc
increases the last term in the RHS of Eq. (14), thus
leading to a lower number of photons in the QWs,
in turn favoring fundamental mode emission. We
have verified that for the value of R as in Fig. 1(a),
if we consider an injection current which is the
same percentage above threshold as in Fig. 1(c)
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Fig. 1. Turn-on transient dynamics when sb ¼ sw ¼ 1:52 ns, scap ¼ 5 ps: (a) sesc ¼ 500 ps; (b) sesc ¼ 50 ps; (c) sesc ¼ 30 ps;
(d) sesc ¼ 5 ps. The solid line shows the total intensity, the dot-dashed line shows the LP11 modal intensity, the dotted line shows
LP02 modal intensity and the dashed line shows the LP01 modal intensity. The injected current ðI ¼ 1:6 mAÞ is (a) 1.34Ith
(Ith ¼ 1:19 mA); (b) 1.23Ith (Ith ¼ 1:30 mA); (c) 1.16Ith (Ith ¼ 1:38 mA); (d) 0.68Ith (Ith ¼ 2:36 mA).
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(i.e., for I ¼ 1:16Ith, where Ith ¼ 1:19 mA is the
threshold current when sesc ¼ 0:5 ns) we observe
the same single-mode dynamics as in Fig. 1(c). In
other words, the effect of decreasing sesc for a fixed
injection current is the same as decreasing the in-
jection current for a fixed sesc: in both cases the
laser is closer to threshold and tends to operate on
the fundamental transverse mode.
Fig. 2 shows the dynamics when the non-radi-

ative carrier loss in the SCH region is negligible
ðcb ¼ 0Þ and all other parameters as Fig. 1. In this
case the escape time does not modify the value of
the final total intensity. A decrease of the escape
time affects the transient dynamics, reducing the

frequency of the relaxation oscillations of the total
intensity and increasing the transient relaxation
time (notice that in Fig. 2(a) the oscillations are
more damped than in Fig. 2(d), and the steady-
state is reached sooner). These results agree well
with the results of Nagarajan et al. [6], in spite of
the fact that in [6] a simpler model was used (which
was single-mode and did not consider transverse
effects). Notice also that in Figs. 2(a)–(c) the LP11
mode dominates over the LP01 mode, while the
opposite occurs in Fig. 2(d). This is due to the long
delay in the laser turn-on, which leads to the initial
turn-on of the fundamental mode. Later on the
LP11 mode turns on (at about t � 12 ns), but is not
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Fig. 2. Turn-on transient dynamics when cb ¼ 0, all other parameters as Fig. 1. Here I ¼ 1:6 mA ¼ 1:36Ith (Ith ¼ 1:18 mA).
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strong enough to gain carriers from the LP01 mode,
which dominates. This effect of carrier capture and
escape on the transverse mode partition of the
total power is also a consequence of fact that
carrier capture and escape modifies the transient
relaxational dynamics.

5. Summary and conclusions

To summarize, we have studied the effect of
carrier capture and escape on the dynamics of a
weakly index-guided VCSEL, and have shown that
when the non-radiative carrier loss in the SCH
region is taken into account, the transverse mode
selected depends strongly on the escape time out of
the QWs. Fast carrier escape leads to a reduction
of the total number of photons in the QW region
and benefits operation on the fundamental trans-
verse mode. On the contrary, for slow carrier es-
cape the laser intensity is high, which leads to
strong spatial-hole burning that induces the coex-
istence of two transverse modes. If the carrier loss
in the SCH region is negligible carrier capture and
escape has no effect on the total number of pho-
tons in the QW region, but strongly modifies the
transient dynamics.
Since we have found that the effect of carrier

transport when carrier loss in the SCH region is
taken into account differs from when it is neglected,
we speculate that differences would arise also on the
modulation response, and on the transverse mode
dynamics. It would also be of interest to consider a
more realist model for the gain, that takes into ac-
count the carrier non-linear dependence. These
studies are the objective of future work.
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